Key Personnel and Other Significant Contributors (OSC) on NIH Submissions

Is the person committed to contribute to the scientific development or execution of the project?

- YES
  - Is the person committing any specified measurable effort (in person months) to the project?
    - YES: Key Person
    - NO: OSC

- NO: The person is neither Key nor OSC

S2S MODULAR APPLICATIONS
* WU Personnel: can be listed as Key in Personnel (to pull in Senior Key Section) OR can be listed only in Senior Key Section
* Non-WU Personnel: listed in Senior Key Section ONLY
* Senior Key Detail tab will show the following:
  - ggov role as “other, specify” and “Other Significant Contributor”
  - “OSC” box checked

S2S DETAILED BUDGET APPLICATIONS
* WU and Non-WU Personnel: listed in Senior Key Section ONLY
* Senior Key Detail tab will show the following:
  - ggov role as “other, specify” and “Other Significant Contributor”
  - “OSC” box checked

ADOBE APPLICATIONS
* WU Personnel: can be listed in Personnel but should not be checked as Key (if checked as Key, box OSC should be checked and ggov role should be OSC).
* Non-WU Personnel: Do NOT list in Personnel
  Should not be listed in Senior Key Section (if listed in Senior Key Section, box OSC should be checked and ggov role should be OSC).